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of the early morning and, presumably, of much of the night, and not, as just explained, of the afternoon. Apparently, then, there must be at these times two layers of turbulent mixing, one near the surface and another about 1 kilometer above, with a stratum between through which convection does not extend. The surface layer is turbulent owing, evidently, to surface friction. The upper layer must be turbulent when partially clouded, as it frequently is, due to the greater loss of heat by the clouds than by the clear air between them—a form of thermal convection. This will give a minimum velocity at the upper level in the common case of very differently directed isobars through the stratum in question. Finally, the intermediate layer will be free from interchange with the surface air owing to the absence, at night, of thermal convection and its insufficient ascent during the early forenoon; and also free from interchange with the upper layer, since the dynamical heating of the falling masses does not permit sufficient descent.
Accordingly the aviator might anticipate roughish flying, during warm afternoons, all the way from the surface up to a height of rather more than 1 kilometer, and smooth beyond that; and of early mornings a rough layer, perhaps 200 to 300 meters thick, on the surface, then a smooth layer, and above that again another rough layer—the first cloud level—and lastly the usual smooth air of the greater altitudes. And these are just the conditions that the aviator often does encounter.
The generally present maximum velocity of the wind at the height of about half a kilometer and minimum at near 1 kilometer above the surface obviously are phenomena of considerable importance to the aviator. Hence, though already known to many, they merit much further study, and more use than has yet been made of them.
Wind Velocities from the Ekman Spiral.—Since the maximum wind velocity occurs, on the average, at the height of about 500 meters, therefore, as shown by inspection, the several radii in Fig. 43, from the spiral center, corresponding to the heights 0, x/lOa, et cetera, may be regarded as applying, roughly, to the levels: near the surface, 75 meters, 150 meters, 225 meters, and so on, respectively, above the surface. Hence, to got the probable direction and speed of the wind at any level up to 500 meters, draw a straight line, such as w'a', Fig. 43, which shall represent the. surface wind; at the end a! draw another straight line, 135° from w'a', and to the right (for the northern hemisphere) as viewed from w'] and make i = 20° for water, or 30° for land. Next, lay off about the spiral center wa a series of radii at steps of 18°, or any other convenient interval from the initial radius aa', and connect ar with a by means of a spiral so drawn that it shall cut all radii from a at 45°. To this end it is convenient to compute the relative lengths of the several radii and lay them off accordingly before drawing the spiral. From this construction one has: surface wind, wV; gradient wind, w'a] probable wind at the

